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The 6 RAR Association Banner
A welcome arrival.
Warm weather, bright blue skies, sunshine , and wonderful amenities greeted
those who were able to make the long and short journey to Australia’s largest state, West Australia for
the Perth Reunion 2012. The Perth climate was most hospitable throughout the reunion with various
degrees of change. For veterans who resided in the tropics or semi tropical climates it was like coming
home, however for those of us who came from typically moderate climates with harsh winters and cool
summers, it was a welcome relief. Accommodation, services, amenities and events were top class and
the planners at all levels are to be congratulated on a job well done.
This brief article only touches the surface of what was a very successful reunion and sad to say many
veterans were noticeably absent due to health, family, distance and those who have made the ultimate
sacrifice. Apologies to the purists if the article appears to prance from one subject to another, but it’s a
personal account as I saw the reunion through my eyes and I guess that is the price one pays for being
over enthusiastic. When reading the article, remember the Perth Reunion is about “recalling your
service to Australia in time of peace and in war, to your mates and families wherever that service may
have been; it was always with a ‘Duty First’ attitude”.

Rigby’s Tavern – Meet and Greet

Hospitality West Australian style.
Veterans with their families who had arrived early
could be seen in places such as Freemantle, Perth, Bunbury, Bussleton, Geraldton and New Norcia,
while those who decided to remain after the reunion travelled to the South West and North taking in the
sights, smells, culinary delights, and places of historical interest that the West could offer. Mode of
transport included private vehicles, caravans, train, and aircraft. Those who lived in Perth and its
surrounding areas became the local guides to friends, mates, relatives and acquaintances adding to
the overall friendly atmosphere and hospitality, West Australian style.

Meet and Greet
Mates, yarns and fibs.
As with all reunions, emotions play a huge part and it is always difficult
to swallow that lump in ones throat when meeting mates, cobbers and friends from long ago. For some
it would be 30, 35 or even 40 years since they had last met. For others it was another reunion of
catching up with mates and discussing life’s experiences, family, health and friends who had passed
on. In most cases, although the years had taken their toll, it was still possible to see through the mists
of time to recapture the youth for a brief moment and recognize the mate, cobber or acquaintance.
Once recognition was confirmed, the stiff upper lip, years of maturity, life’s experiences, past
grievances if any were put aside to greet one another like long lost brothers. In a flurry of exchanges,
glances, yarns, fibs, laughs, jokes, hugs, drinks with emotions in many cases running high,
communication was again re-established on a level that was reminiscent of ones youth.

Meet and Greet

Age shall not weary them
As with all reunions there was the time to remember those that had
passed on from this world and onto a higher playing field where life’s responsibilities were left behind.
Mick Sweeney being one of the many, was sorely missed by the many who had attended the reunion.
Mick Sweeney was a passionate and ardent supporter of the 6 RAR Association and many a toast was
credited to him in the company of those he had left behind. For our other mates and brothers in arms,
toasts and tales of days gone by also filled the air of chatter amongst the veterans and their families.
Those absent had previously sent their apologies to the Arthur Willemse, (Secretary of 6 RAR
Association) that for one reason or another, were unable to attend.

Bill Driscoll, Barry Covington and friend
A Coy representation. A Coy as a group was well represented with the majority being Vietnam
veterans and their families. From my recollection there were three tables for A Coy, one held Charles
Mollison, Patron of A Coy, the second by Peter Fitzgerald and the third by the Singapore and Malaya
veterans. Sad to say, due to a variety of reasons, only Butch Buttigieg, Bill Driscoll, Barry Covington
Peter Adamis and Peter Hardless (Representing his father Michael Hardless who was absent in
England for family reasons) were the only visible A Coy veterans representing Singapore and Malaya.
As I am not at liberty to express the enjoyment and atmosphere of hospitably enjoyed by each table,
the photographs alone speak volumes for themselves.

Meet and Greet
Meet and Greet.
The Meet and Greet was undertaken at the Rigby’s Tavern at the Forrest
Centre, on St George’s Terrace, within the Perth CBD. The tavern itself was tucked away beneath the
giant skyscrapers that dotted the Perth main street through a side entrance that led to the Meet and
Greet proper. On entering the building for the first time we came across a sculpture of three galloping
horseman that was on the south wall to the Tavern. The building itself was named after Alexander
Forrest whose origins escape me, but nevertheless a great place to have the Meet and Greet.

At a nearby table near the entrance to the Tavern, we were met by the 6 RAR Committee (members
from Queensland) who provided the necessary administrative services such as name tags, lanyards
and tickets along with the sale of 6 RAR paraphernalia and merchandise to veterans. I myself
purchased two caps which are now amongst a collection of many others collected over the years, but
somehow forgot to pick up my two bottle of Reunion Port and I guess that they might as well be raffled
towards some charitable event.

Meet and Greet
The Meet and Greet in its self was located in a large area roped off from the public and it was there that
the chatter of yarns, tales, fibs, friendships were being made and remade. To be sure, refreshments
like beer, spirits and soft drinks for those who had taken the vow of abstinence for their health and soul
so to speak was in abundance with light finger finger abounded.
Apart from the odd couple or two, many did not take advantage of the seating available but preferred
to stand talking to one another. As time became a thing of the past, veterans began to mingle in with
their brother in arms and eventually sorted themselves out into which group they would remain for the
remainder of the evening.

Arthur Willemse
a personal point of view it was great to see some very old faces, much older, wiser, mature AND just as
mischievous happy go lucky blokes that I knew from the past. Many were instrumental as mentors and
managers of men who had the leadership and tenacity to instil in the rest of us the values we hold so
dear to this day. Big Dave Piggott (D Coy) was in his element, Arthur Willemse was busy along with the
indomitable Gus Guthrie working behind the scenes ensuring that the event was a success.
Charles Mollison was located in the adjacent area surrounded by good friends and colleagues
alike from the Battalion. Peter Fitzgerald at the other end of the Meet and Greet was found chatting
animatedly with mates and their families and the refreshments and hospitality of the West Australians

Meet and Greet
There were also friends of the Battalion, New Zealand veterans and other combat arms who had come
along to catch up with mates from a time long past. I must thank Gladys Covington (Barry’s wife) at
this juncture for making my wife feel welcome. My wife Yovanna being a Canadian, was not familiar
with her ‘military’ surroundings so to speak. Suffice to say, on the whole the Meet and Greet was very
successful and we left the premises with the veterans still in full swing as we headed to our hosts home
(Michael Hardless) in Shelley, a quiet suburb by the Perth river. My wife drove home that evening, so
that explains my behaviour and stability in a nutshell.

Barry Covington, Bill Driscoll, Peter Hardless and Peter Adamis
Reunion Dinner.
The address for the Saturday night dinner was at the RAAFA CENTRE, 2
BULLCREEK DRIVE, BULLCREEK, 10 Km South of the Perth CBD, and luckily for us only a ten
minute drive from Shelley. ”Speedy” Cody is to congratulated for the preparation and planning of the
dinner for over 230 people and I must ask for forgiveness of the names of all the
other organizing individuals involved whose names I am afraid I neglected to record. Those who have
conducted events in the past know that it’s not easy to plan and coordinate a venue, food,
entertainment, presentations and other matters associated with such an event. As for our little group of
party goers, finding the venue was a breeze as our escorts Peter Hardless and his fiancé Heather
knew exactly where the dinner was being held. (Just up the road from home).
However being so close was not a valid excuse for arriving late by 30 minutes.
My recollections on arrival were of trying to meander through the cars and caravans that dotted the
elongated pathway leading to the Reunion Dinner. “Is this the way mate”, “Where about is the bloody
thing being held cobber”, “Are we there yet”, “I see some lights up ahead, it must be the place”. These
were just some of the usual questions that we were confronted with and one wonders how we survived
in our youth with just our night vision and “Comms cord” for maintaining direction.

Maybe the organisers should have had some “Comms cord” for us old blokes, I muttered to myself as
we made our way towards the dinner location. Mind you this is not a criticism of the organisers, but
merely pointing out my inability to find my bearings at night without my compass and “night glasses”. I
heard one bloke call out “silly old coot”, but he must have talking about some he knew named “Coot”.
All in good fun is what I always say.

Arthur Willemse, Peter Adamis, Woody Hume, unknown mate and David Piggott
As previously mentioned above, the Dinner began at 7.00 pm or 1900 hours depending on what timing
sequence you adhered to with Dress being Dinner is Coat, Tie and Miniatures. As I have always been
remiss of writing to Canberra for my medals, I never wore them, but always strangely comfortable in
presenting at such functions with a simple RSL badge or my favourite the black RAR badge which said
it all. We timidly entered the building and found the walls littered with RAAF memorabilia which was fine
with me as it was after all dedicated to the RAAF and its veteran community.
A quick peek inside and everyone head turned towards us to see if it was “someone important” or a
mate from the past. “Naah”, it was nobody important just little old “Pete the Greek” and his entourage.
We made our way through the throng of people and returned the compliments of “Pete you old bastard”
or “mate you look bloody ancient” and after a few slaps on the shoulders, winks, nods, nudges and a
couple of beers under our belts, we felt at home amongst our brethren and brother in arms.

Tex Howarth and friends

We soon found that we had been allocated seats at the outer end of the hall which suited us just fine
with a clear view of the stage and our surrounding tables. One could say it comprised the only table
with A Coy Singapore Malaya veterans, just three of us with our wives and partners not including Peter
Hardless (Representing his father Michael) and Butch Buttigieg I am of the belief sat with B Coy. At
our table we were fortunate that we had met the night before and had no trouble in becoming
reacquainted. The yarns, fibs were left to the past and discussions took the form of family, health,
friends and the future.
We spoke of the friends who were ill and of those who had gone before us and wondered what was the
recipe for health and a reasonable long life in today’s society. We questioned the philosophical values
and morals of our youth and wondered whether we were any different from the youth of today. Strange
topics one may think at a reunion, but appropriate if one was seeking to find some relevance and
reasons for making the decisions and the paths we had chosen in life.

Adrian d’Hagé and friends
Dinner being served, I took the opportunity to take a variety of photographs for the sake of posterity
and for personal reasons of my own. On each table it was possible to see the mates of old, the newly
formed friendships, cobbers, diggers, veterans from various military encounters and the odd ‘young
bloke’ like myself at the age of 62. Bumping into big Dave Piggott again and promised to keep in touch;
but knowing life as it is, we forget and time takes its toll on our memories and that is why reunions are
so important to the veteran community of today. Arthur Willemse, Tex Howarth, Adrian d’Hagé, Woody
Hume, Butch Buttigieg, the Organisers, Gus Guthrie, Charles Mollison, Ian Rasmussen, our overseas
brother in arms (New Zealanders), Peter Fitzgerald and a host of many others whose names escape
me and I must be forgiven for my senile memories.

Peter and Donna Fitzgerald

Again on a personal note I would have loved to have seen the likes of “Warrie George Mansford , Ross
Seath, Johnny Cech, Mick Hardless, Mick Driscoll, Jim Tully, Eric Swain, Peter Phillips, Percy
Meredith, and a host of many others from the past and to see them one more time. On reflection, I
may add that given the A Coy Reunion in Adelaide was conducted prior to the Association reunion,
maybe one reason why many A Coy members were absent. Whatever the case maybe, they were
missed. To be sure there will be other reunions and other gatherings that will come in the future to
make all things possible.
My thoughts on the evening went to those comrades who had already taken the final trip to the “Big
jungle in the sky” and wondered whether they would be truly be remembered for the part they took in
maintaining and safe guarding the values, morals, ethics, institutions and culture that we hold so dear
today. If vigilance is the price for freedom then we who are left behind are the guardians to ensure that
the past is not forgotten. But then again, time as always will only tell.

Butch Buttigieg thanking the West Australian organisers
We had some interesting guests, one of which made an impression on all of us as he was our Kiwi
cousin in arms from the Islands across the sea named New Zealand, a land of warriors, and a land of
the free. Our guest made a rousing speech which brought howls of laughter and comments from the
audience which was reminisce of days when Australian and New Zealanders were one and the same
under the ANZAC Banner. Arthur Willemse, Butch Buttigieg and Tex Howarth each took the stand and
spoke about the merits of the reunion and thanked the organisers for a well coordinated and creative
reunion. Tex Howarth also thanked our Kiwi guest for his spirited and lively presentation, adding that
without members and volunteers support such events would not be possible. I also found the time to
thank friends of Terry Bell for their support of parcels and other gifts that were sent to the Australian
troops in Iraq. (The couple lived in Tasmania.)

Our Kiwi guests and their friends

Photographs were taken of D Coy members on behalf of George Lovett (Victoria) who had asked that I
convey his best wishes to his mates as he was unable to attend due to an ailing father. Discussed
matters of the association with Butch Buttigieg, who being a member of the committee reiterated the
need to attract more members from the current generation so that they may take over in the future. I
sought out Adrian d’Hagé to obtain material on a much beloved Commanding Officer, “Harry the Hat”
Hammet for an article that is still in the process of being completed. Photographs of the committee
were also taken unfortunately without Gus Guthrie who was again working behind the scenes ensuring
that all was going well. Despite a ‘cordon and search effort’ we could not find him’

Charles Mollison and friends
According to Arthur Willemse, Support Company had 71 people, followed by D Coy with 53 people, A
Coy with 43 and last but not to be forgotten B Coy with 41 People. Those who were unable to make it
had sent their apologies. With a nudge from my wife, it evident that it was past our bed time and I must
add that it was with much sadness that we left the dinner, for it was truly a great evening. I hazard a
guess that we probably left before I made an ass of myself with the many refreshments that was still
readily available. My wife drove home again that evening for “occupational health and safety” reasons
or so she told me the next morning. (“Duty of Care!!!!!!”) Where were those Berroca pick me ups????

The indomitable and resourceful Gus Guthrie and friends

Veterans BBQ.
As the A Coy representative, what can I say, but to give my apologies
for not attending the BBQ on the following Sunday. My wife and I had other commitments which
unfortunately took priority as it involved some very dear friends from my past involving personal, civilian
and of a military nature. According to the flyer, the BBQ was held at 40 KM South of Perth and 30 km
Inland from Rockingham. A place where temporary, permanent and disabled veterans of West
Australia called home. By all accounts, I have been told that it was a huge success, but I leave that to
those who attended the BBQ and best placed to write about their experiences of the day’s events.

Reunion Summary.

A Coy wives

The reunion was a success on all accounts and one wonders from one reunion to the next how
organisers are going to meet and/or exceed the expectations of its veteran community when planning
and preparing such reunions of the future. Congratulations are in order as previously indicated above,
to all those involved and one must say it is much hard work and administration fell on the few that were
involved. Tex Howarth, President of the Association advised one and all that the Association to remain
relevant must continue to attract new blood to survive into the future.
This reminded me of remarks made to me by Tex Howarth and Butch (Phil) Buttigieg: “Pete, the
Association is not just about Vietnam, but it welcomes all members of 6 RAR no matter how long they
had served, where they were posted and whether or not they had gone, for they were all part of the 6
RAR Association family and we must do what needs to be done to bring them back into the fold”. (Or
words to that effect) With words of encouragement such as this, it is incumbent upon all of us to
encourage the new members to feel part of the Association and to look forward to the future with
confidence.

Arthur Willemse and friends

Personal highlights.
On a more lighter note, I had the opportunity to meet up with my old mate Terry Styles on our last day
in West Australia. It was very much hurried but concentrated conversation with photographs and
recordings of our meeting. A long telephone conversation with my very good cobber and mate, Michael
Driscoll who could not make it to the reunion because of family reasons. The telephone chat rolled
back years off our lives and we chatted happily for at least half an hour catching up on old times and
what those memories meant to all of us. We also sent our apologies to Barry Covington and his lovely
wife Gladys that we were unable to visit them at their home before we departed to that other “great
state of Victoria” the land of the harsh winters and cool summers and I say that with great mirth.

During our stay in West Australia, we managed to visit the Monastery and buildings at New Norcia. We
visited Freemantle on a number of occasions and had much fun in seeing the sights, getting our
pictures sketched (which we lost somewhere during our trip). Met up with Big Dave Piggott where we
both pretended we did not know each other until we both smirked, laughed and gave each other a bear
hug and exchanged photos and chewed the fat. We travelled to Bunbury where we stayed at the
lighthouse that was once owned by a military acquaintance now since deceased, onto Collie where we
met our young son’s Godfather, Noel Greaves after an absence of some 30 years.
It is of interest to note that Bunbury, Collie, Albany, and Karrakata were depots of the 2/11 Battalion,
RWAR. (A unit I had served with in 1981 – 1983 as the ARA cadre staff ). From Collie we drove
towards Albany stopping at Kojunup to pay our respects to the Brigadier Potts memorial, a veteran of
the Kokoda track in Papua New Guinea and a man very much underestimated for his stand against the
Japanese. Passing through the township of Mt Barker we stayed overnight at Albany and missing out
on dinner.
The following day in Albany we viewed the statue on the hill dedicated to WW1 veterans and ANZACs,
and took photographs of the 11 Battalion RWAR depot before moving onto Denmark. We then drove
Walpole to the Giant tree top walk ways, and ancient forests followed by a short stop at Manjimup
where we had lived in squatter tents during 1954 after migrating to Australia. Through to Augusta,
staying overnight where we visited the light house at point Leewin and took photographs of the Indian
and Southern oceans simultaneously.
Our next stop was Margaret river and Prevely on the coast. Prevely was a mission that was on my
agenda for some 21 years as it contained a Hellenic Chapel built by veterans who had served in the
Battle of Greece and Crete as permanent tribute to the Greek people who had looked after Australian
soldiers during WW2. I had also attended the 50 years of the Battle of Greece and Crete as part of the
Australian contingent in 1991 under the name “Telamon Force” and thus my objective Prevely was
over. Our next stop was at a beach side restaurant where the food was absolutely marvellous and as
we were the only patrons, the staff were all over us and our needs catered for. After dinner it was a
long drive back to Bussleton where we went to the same restaurant that we had visited on a previous
occasion and watched the sun go down gracefully as it dipped into the Indian ocean.
The trip back to Perth was undertaken at night, with little traffic on the road and our only concern was
the wild life such as kangaroos and wallabies jumping out in front of us. Luckily our trip was hazard free
and we arrived back at our hosts home safely. Our remaining two days was spent visiting friends from
my past (from 1954). Although only known to a few, Fremantle was our first port of call when
we migrated to Australia from Greece in 1954 and one could say with some cheek that we are “Sand
Gropers” at heart.
We revisited the Perth CBD and took many photos and enjoyed the wonderful sights the city had to
offer. We also observed that many building project were being undertaken and changes being made to
its landscape.

The Food stalls were numerous and we were fortunate to take part in the culinary delights that they had
to offer. During our meandering and voyage throughout the city, I had lunch with a mate and brother in
arms, Andy Pring, ex 1 RAR and SAS who is currently serving with the West Australian Police. Andy
was one of the very few mates from my time in 1 RAR that I had kept in touch with over the past 40
years.
Our last visit was to the Hellenic community district where I had spent two years of my life as a child
and found the opportunity to pay our respects to my young brother’s God father. Had we more time we
would have loved to have stopped at more numerous places and visited Michael Driscoll who lives at
Geraldton, north of Perth. But alas it was not to be and what time we had allocated was used
accordingly.
As with all good things in life, they must come to a close and it was with great sadness that we left
West Australia, not knowing when we would return. Our sincere thanks goes to Michael, Lorna
Hardless and their boys, Phillip, Peter (RAN) (fiancé Heather) and John, while (Ben absent in the ADF)
for their kindness and great hospitality and little “Jack” the pup.
In the words of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow: Look not mournfully into the Past. It comes not
back again. Wisely improve the Present. It is thine. Go forth to meet the shadowy Future,
without fear, and with a manly heart.
Peter Adamis
A Coy Representative
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PERTH REUNION ATTENDANCE ROLL.
For the record, the following members had agreed to
attend the Perth Reunion with their wives, partners and friends:
ADAMIS PETER VIC A & B, ARTHY ARCH QLD B,ASHBY OWEN WA A, ATKINS MAL TAS A,
BAIRD GRAHAM WA SPT, BAXTER DAVID QLD D, BEAGLEY JOHN WA ??, BEETSON DOUG WA
D, BENTLEY WAYNE WA B, BERRIDGE MAX NSW SPT, BLAND ERIC WA SPT, BODEY LAURIE
WA A, BOYD LEE WA ADMIN, BRACEGIRDLE GREG WA C, BULLER NEIL VIC ADMIN, BURNS
TONY QLD SPT, BUTTIGIEG BUTCH QLD A & B, BYRNE JIM WA B, CARRUTHERS COL QLD D,
COCHRANE IAN QLD SPT, CODY SPEED WA D, COPLEY GEORGE WA SPT, COVINGTON
BARRY WA A, COPPOCK PAUL SA B, CUNNINGHAM PAT QLD SPT, DOUGLAS FRANK QLD D,
DRISCOLL MICK WA A, FAVER LEN WA SPT, FEARNHEAD BILL WA C, FEATHERSTONE JOHN
VIC SPT, FELL RAY NSW B, FENECH JOHN VIC D, FERGUSSON JOHN QLD D, FISHER DARRYL
QLD SPT, FITZGERALD PETER QLD A, FRASER NORM NSW D, FRASER LAURIE WA A, GATES
ANDREW QLD B, GOSLING JOHN VIC D, GRAHAM ROD SA B, GREGORY PAUL VIC D, GRUBB
WILLIAM TAS D, GUTHRIE GUS QLD SPT, HALL SHANE WA D, HANDLEY MERV QLD C,
HARDLESS MICK WA A, HEALEY JACK VIC B, HIGGINS RAY QLD SPT, HIGGINS HENRY QLD D,
HOBBS GRANT QLD SPT, HOLMES LAWRENCE QLD A, HOWARTH TEX QLD B, HUBBARD
DENIS QLD D, HUDSON GRAHAM NSW SPT, HUNT TERRY QLD C, HUNTER GARY QLD SPT,
HUNTER JOHN QLD SPT, JACKSON PAUL WA D, JOHNSTON DENNIS NSW SPT, KEYS TERRY
WA A, KELLY GRAHAM, VIC A, KING BRIAN WA SPT, KNIGHT HUGH WA B, KOHN RAY VIC SPT,
KOVACS JULES NSW D,KUCKS LEO QLD A,LEADBETTER KEVIN QLD SPT, LILLYWHITE REG
QLD C, LINGARD LIONEL QLD D, LODGE BOB QLD A, LUCAS NICK VIC D, MACKEY NOEL QLD
SPT, MAGUIRE ROD QLD SPT, MAHER BARRY QLD SPT, MARKS-CHAPMAN MARY WA, MASON
GRAHAM SA SPT, MATHER ROSS WA SPT, MCGORMAN KEN SA B,MCIVER BILL SA D, MCLAY
BRUCE QLD A, MCPHEE MALCOLM WA SPT, MEARES TED QLD SPT, MOLLISON CHARLES QLD
A, MORRISBY PETER WA B, MUNRO BRIAN VIC SPT, NAIRN GORDON NZ V, ONSLOW KEN QLD
D, PAUL MONTY TAS D, PERKINS DAVID WA D, PESIC VINCE VIC D, PIGGOTT DAVE VIC D,
PIPER BARRY VIC D, PROCTOR BARRY NSW A, PUIE OWEN QLD SPT, PYE JOHN VIC B,
RAMSAY PETER WA V4, RASMUSSEN IAN WA C, RAYNER BRUCE QLD SPT, ROBINSON RICK
QLD SPT, ROCKET MICK QLD B, ROSS DON QLD B, SCOTT BRUCE TAS B, SHORT PETER WA
A, SIGVART JOHN QLD D, SMERDON STEWART QLD SPT, SMITH P.C. SA D, SNAPE BILL QLD B,
SONNERS RON TAS SPT, STEVENSON TED WA B, TOYER ROBERT NSW A, TRAD PETER NSW
D, TURNER LES QLD B, VALENTINE ALLEN NSW D, VINCE MICHAEL TAS B, WALLBRIDGE
PETER VIC A, WAREING BOB QLD D, WARR SILAS QLD SPT, WESSON DENNIS WA SPT,
WILLEMSE ARTHUR QLD SPT, WILLIAMS WILLY QLD SPT, WILLMANN GLENN QLD A, WRIGHT
WAYNE NSW SPT, AND ZAZONIUK BARRY QLD C.
Which members did not turn up from the above list is not known to me and I am not in a position to
provide any details

Source: http://abalinx.com/wordpress/acoynews/?p=5027&preview=true
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